
  

 @ The University of Arizona 

Community Outreach 

Each year, WISE works with local 

school districts and community 

organizations to deliver programs 

that pique K-12 student interest in 

STEM fields by offering hands-on 

workshops and demonstrations. 

Student Engagement 

WISE offers UA students the      

opportunity to build on and to    

enhance their academic training 

through directed engagement with 

local STEM programs. Through our       

for-credit internship program and 

new student engagement course, 

students can earn academic credit 

while contributing to STEM         

educational initiatives. 

Campus Outreach 

WISE offers programs to support and 

encourage students in STEM fields at 

the University of Arizona. Through 

workshops, trainings, speakers 

series, and scholarships we aim to 

increase awareness of the important 

contributions of women and people 

of color in STEM fields, while also 

inspiring and encouraging the next          

generation of STEM innovators. 

  Spring/Summer  2017 

Dear WISE Supporters: 

In January of this year, an article was published in the journal Science that showed 

that by the age of six girls are 20-30% LESS likely than their male counterparts to 

see their own gender as exceptionally smart.  Moreover, the researchers also 

showed that this internalized belief results in girls shying away from activities that 

they believe require a high level of intelligence, like the 

sciences and engineering.  This is a timely reminder of 

the importance of the work WISE does. Even today, in 

2017, it remains crucial that we provide girls with inno-

vative educational programming that gets them excit-

ed about the sciences and engineering, helps them 

recognize their ability to succeed in these fields, and 

supports them along their educational journeys and 

into the workforce. 

This semester, we’ve been thrilled to get two new K-12 

outreach programs up and running.  The Bio/Diversity 

Project brings UA students into local K-12 classrooms 

to work with partner teachers on providing culturally-

relevant and place-based environmental science curriculum. Girls Who Code wel-

comes 8th-12th grade girls to campus to learn basic coding concepts from under-

graduate student facilitators, all while learning about the important ways women 

are using tech to address real world problems.  We also had the opportunity to 

celebrate the work of WISE and related organizations at the annual Science and 

Engineering Excellence Banquet, held on April 13th.  We had a record number of 

attendees present to help us celebrate the important work being done locally to 

increase diversity in STEM fields.   

The work of WISE would not be possible without the generous support of our do-

nors and volunteers. As another academic year comes to a close, we thank you for 

your ongoing support.    

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jill Williams, WISE Director 

WISE Director Jill Williams 

(right) with DaNel Hogan, Direc-

tor of the STEMAZing Project, 

presenting at Biosphere 2 in 

March on the importance of 

fostering science self-efficacy 

among girls. 



The Bio/Diversity Project: Spring 2017 Highlights 
As the 2016-2017 academic year comes to a close, WISE will wrap up its first successful 

year of running the Bio/Diversity Project. This two-year long program is funded by the 

Agnese Nelms Haury Program in Environment and Social Justice and provides targeted 

educational, training and mentorship opportunities for K-12 and University of Arizona stu-

dents. During the spring 2017 semester we provided 11 UA interns with weekly trainings 

from WISE staff and local scientists, educators, and innovators. These students then worked 

with 9 local teachers to provide biodiversity-focused lessons to students each week for 14 

weeks.  

 

The lessons focused on integrating cultural histories that were relevant to the K-12 students with sci-

ence lessons about the Sonoran Desert to help all of the students see themselves as possible future 

scientists and innovators. The UA interns impacted 490 local students in Title I schools on a weekly ba-

sis during the spring semester, and two of the Bio/Diversity Project interns also received paid summer 

positions with the National Park Service as Next Generation Rangers, which will help them continue gain-

ing the experience necessary to be successful environmental scientists and educators. Check out the 

intern bios (pgs. 3-4) for more on their expe-

riences! 

 

We are excitedly planning for the second year of the Bio/Diversity Project, which will 

begin in August. If you are interested in getting involved with the Bio/Diversity Project 

as a student intern or K-12 partner teacher, check out http://wise.arizona.edu/the-

biodiversity-project and email Nancy Freitas at nancylf@email.arizona.edu.  

 A Teacher’s Perspective  
Here’s an interview we did with Liz Engler, a 7th/8th grade teacher at Roberts-Naylor K-8                                       

and one of teacher-partners this spring. 

Why did you decide to get in-

volved in the Bio/Diversity 

Project?  

It was a great opportunity to ex-

pose my students to curriculum 

enrichment as well as partnering 

with the U of A. 

 

Do you think this kind of program will help some 

of your students see themselves as potential sci-

entists and innovators? 

Absolutely, becoming familiar with the UA students as 

well as the "scientist of the week" makes pursuing a 

STEM career desirable and attainable.  

What is the coolest thing that the Bio/Diversity 

Project has worked on (or will work on) in your 

classes?  

Too many enriching experiences to choose from. Some 

highlights are the bio-blitz (a one-day, flash biodiversi-

ty inventory), field trip to SNM [Saguaro National Park], 

guest presentation from Desert Museum and hands on 

activities. 

http://wise.arizona.edu/the-biodiversity-project
http://wise.arizona.edu/the-biodiversity-project
mailto:nancylf@email.arizona.edu


Meet the Spring 2017 Bio/Diversity Project Interns!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My name is Tiffani Cáñez, and I’m a Hydrology major. Before this internship, if 

someone would’ve asked me if I ever saw myself teaching, my answer would have 

been definitely not! I speak extremely fast and have very little patience, but I knew 

that I enjoy working with younger students, so I decided to give this program a try. I 

learned a lot from being a member of this project, but if I had to choose one thing, I 

would say this program taught me how to adapt; adapt what I was learning into a 

lesson for my students, adapt from working individually to working efficiently in a 

group, adapt the speed with which I talk, and finally to adapt my patience.  

Hi, I am Scout Ahern! I am a senior studying Environmental Science, and I will be gradu-

ating in spring 2017. I have had an awesome time working as an intern for the Bio/

Diversity Project! I have enjoyed working with K-12 students in the classroom and teach-

ing them all about biodiversity and environmental science. One of my favorite activities I 

did with my third grade class was to have them do a report on a scientist and create a small 

figurine of their scientist. The scientists we chose for them were those in underrepresented 

groups in the STEM fields: women, minorities, those with disabilities, etc. It was a fun 

project for them and it was great to see what they came up with and learned from it! I will 

likely pursue a career in science outreach as a result of interning for the Bio/Diversity Pro-

ject.  

My name is Mira Theilmann and I am a sophomore Environmental Science Major in the 

Honors College. I worked with middle school students at Mansfeld Middle School and was 

particularly excited to use photography and creative writing to teach environmental sci-

ence.  I enjoy being able to encourage and support the future scientists of this generation!  

 

Hi, I’m Marsha and I participated in the Bio/Diversity Project as a non-degree seeking 

graduate student.  Growing up in South Florida, formative trips to wade in the shal-

lows of the Florida Keys and to slog in the tea-stained waters of the Everglades’ River 

of Grass led to my passion for experiential environmental education. I want to pass on 

my love of exploring nature by inciting students of all ages to discover the natural 

wonders of Southern Arizona and beyond. Exploring the multitudinous aspects of Bio-

diversity with middle school students and my fellow interns and teachers this semester 

has shaken me out of my comfort zone to be more organized, collaborative, and crea-

tive. Bioblitz, everyone! 

My name is Julia and I study Environmental Science with a concentration in Land, Air, and 

Water. As an intern, I worked at Roberts-Naylor Middle school with 7th and 8th grade stu-

dents. I worked with my peers to create inquiry-based lessons on biodiversity. Over the 

course of the semester, my goal was to not only teach biodiversity to my students, but to 

foster a sense of ownership in their work to establish a connection between doing science 

and being a scientist. Through the Bio/Diversity project, I was given the amazing opportuni-

ty to work as a natural resource intern for Saguaro National Park this summer! 



 

 

My name is Alex Wolfe, and I’m a senior at the University of Arizona, graduating 

this May. After graduation, I intend to pursue a career in environmental education 

with dreams of being the next Crocodile Hunter. This summer, I’ll be working as an 

educator at the Reid Park Zoo, leading summer camps and sharing my love for wild-

life. 

 

 

 

 

My name is Bitty Fennie, I'm a junior 

studying Conservation Biology here at the University of Arizona! I'm a 

local Tucsonan, I love teaching kids science and getting them excited 

about the world around them! After this internship, I intend to continue 

pursuing science outreach and education, here in Tucson. This summer I 

will an intern at Saguaro National Park West, in the Environmental Edu-

cation department, and I cannot wait!  

 

 

My name is Jordan Camp, and I’m a 

junior majoring in Environmental Sci-

ence with an emphasis on biology. This semester, I was given the opportunity to as-

sist in a freshman class at Tucson High Magnet School with Jeremy Jonas, and also 

co-taught multiple periods of eighth graders at Roberts-Naylor K-8 with Liz Engler. 

This internship also helped me grow in my career readiness and networking skills. I 

am so grateful for the opportunity I had this semester 

with the WISE Bio/Diversity internship program.  

 

 

My name is Kali Richardson, and I’m majoring in Wildlife Management. This semester, I 

worked with 2nd grade and 7th grade at Booth Fickett K-8 School. I taught about the basic 

services of biodiversity (regulating, cultural, and provisioning) as well as the variety of 

ways science can be used in society.  

 

 

My name is Lauren Olson and I am a computer science and philoso-

phy major at the University of Arizona and am interested in humani-

tarian research. This internship was an opportunity to be an intimate 

player in that process as its goal is to increase the diversity of people in the sciences by promoting 

a different image of a scientist. Walking away from this experience, I am confident that more 

young people who would not have seen themselves as capable of being scientists, now are.   

 

 

 

 

I'm Lianne Evans, a freshman Biosystems Engineering student. I worked with kinder-

garten, 2nd grade, and middle school students. I hope that through the Bio/Diversity 

program I was able to help awaken the scientist and engineer in as many students as 

possible!  

Meet the Spring 2017 Bio/Diversity Project Interns!  



Girls Who Code Kicks Off Successful Spring 2017 Semester 

Girls Who Code is a nationwide program with a single mission: to close the gender gap in technology (girlswhocode.com). 

This year, WISE is proud to have completed its first semester hosting a Girls Who Code Club at the University of Arizona. This 

semester, 8 girls signed up to attend weekly club meetings on Saturdays from 10am-noon. At these meetings, they spent 

time doing sisterhood activities (designed to encourage comradery between participants and facilitate teamwork), develop-

ing Core4 coding skills using Scratch and Python, and learning about various ways women are using tech to address real-

world problems.  

Vera Thornton, a graduating senior majoring in math and neuroscience and a minor in biochemistry, was one of twelve col-
lege women who volunteered to facilitate GWC activities. Vera said, "I didn't learn how to code until after I started college, 
but even in this short time it has become one of my most useful skills. It's pretty powerful to be able to look at a problem and 
create the tool you need to solve it. I think of some of the things that kept me from learning to code sooner, and I hope I can 
make it a little easier on other young women by being a facilitator for GWC." The girls who completed the GWC spring se-
mester included students ages 12-18. Several girls plan to return in the fall for additional new curriculum and fun collabora-
tive projects, and the college facilitators are hard at work doing outreach for the fall program.  
 

Special thanks to the Rebecca Fund held at the Women’s Foundation of Southern Arizona whose support is 

making Girls Who Code possible in the 2017-2018 academic year! 

2017-2018 

Date/Time: Saturdays from 10 a.m. to noon, 

starting August 19th 

Location: University of Arizona Main Library, 

room to be determined 

Who: Girls Who Code is targeted at young 

women in grades 8-12.  

If you’re interested in participating in Girls 

Who Code starting in fall 2017, register at 

http://wise.arizona.edu/wise.arizona.edu/

girlswhocode.  

If you have additional questions, email Allison 

Dumka at ajdumka@email.arizona.edu for 

more information.  
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WISE celebrated a year of fantastic accomplishments in STEM at its annual excellence banquet, made possible by 

sponsorships from UA units and community partners.  Arizona K-12 students who had been touched by WISE work 

were in attendance, along with SBS Dean JP Jones, who gave opening remarks on the importance of diversity in STEM 

and WISE’s contribution to that mission. WISE also offered a pre-banquet networking training for girls and college 

women in the mentorship program. The Raytheon Women’s Network participated in modeling successful networking 

strategies and will continue to participate in the WISE mentorship program. Advisory Board member and community 

leader Deanna Lewis was the entertaining master of ceremonies.  

We had the pleasure of welcoming biotech industry leader Mara Aspinall as the inspiring keynote speaker of the 

evening. In addition to highlighting how diagnostic technology saves thousands of lives every year, Ms. Aspinall 

shared some of the challenges she has faced as a woman in male-dominated fields and how she has overcome them 

with persistence and humor.  

2017 Science and Engineering Excellence Banquet Review 

Left to right: Master of Ceremonies Deanna Lewis, attendees at dinner, Keynote Mara Aspinall 

We would like to extend a special thanks to our top-level sponsors whose generous financial 

support of this event makes it possible. 
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Hi, I’m Jaelyn Kapua Ioane, but everyone calls me Kapua. Next fall, I will be a junior at Amphitheater 

High School. Since I’ve been a 6th grader, I’ve wanted to be an engineer. Aerospace engineering always 

seemed to be the coolest branch to me and for the past 4 years, I’ve been looking into a career in Astro-

nautical Engineering with a degree from MIT. I was very fortunate to meet Scott Weiler in middle school. 

Mr. Weiler introduced me to the fields of STEAM, robotics, and the military as well as a multitude of 

careers. He was a teacher and advisor all through my middle school years, and since I started high 

school, has been a mentor and friend.  

At school, I’m an active member of multiple clubs and a swimmer on the school team. Outside of school, 

I’m a student in the Upward Program, Student Expedition Program, and STEM Pipeline Mentorship Pro-

gram; I also love to volunteer wherever I can. This summer, I will be attending several conferences and workshops for engineering and 

writing. I will also participate in the Upward Bound Summer program where I will get tutoring, SAT prep, math, writing, and Spanish 

courses, along with college visits to California, and fun activities like pottery and glass class. I will be also be participating in college 

workshops with the Tucson branch of STEP (Student Expedition Program).  At the end of July, I hope to volunteer at a summer camp 

called ACES (Applied Career Exploration in Sciences) for a week.  

However, what I am most excited for is the Inspiring Girls Expedition in mid-August. I was selected out of many applications for one of 

eight slots on a wilderness expedition to Alaska. We will be learning about climate change and our environment in a glacier setting. I’m 

not used to giving other people advice, but if someone were to ask, I would tell them to follow the formula “Dreams + Action = Reali-

ty.” Anything is possible, but you need to be proactive about it and as stubborn as possible. Don’t let others stop your progress re-

gardless of how many times you’ve been unsuccessful or how right they might sound, because if you truly believe in a dream and your 

heart is 100% in it, you’re gonna get there, and you’re gonna be the best out there. 

Special thanks to the UA Commission on the Status of Women whose generous financial support makes the STEM Pipeline Mentorship Program possible. 

Meet One of Our Mentorship Program Participants!  

Expanding Your Horizons 2016-2017  
We continued our tradition of expanding middle school students’ horizons with TWO interactive, STEM conferences this January ! 
 
January 18th, WISE and nine partner organizations headed to Sahuarita Middle School to host an afternoon of explorative fun, funded by 
Freeport McMoRan’s Sierrita Operations. Students participated in two different 
workshops of their choice, and  covered topics from gameboard hacking and color 
chemistry to biodiversity tracking and ecosystem building. The interactive activities 

designed by our workshop hosts provide the 
backbone of these conferences, and WISE is al-
ways excited to share these opportunities with 
students. 
 
This EYH was a special one for the WISE Program, 
as it marks our first attempt to hold a conference 
during the school week. In the past, a lack of 
transportation has prevented some students 

from being able to attend and partake in the excitement, so changing the event immediately after classes begin has made it more accessi-
ble to a larger number of future scientists. 
 
Later in January, WISE engaged more young learners and journeyed to Amphi Middle School. Students 
in Scott Weiler’s “Girl Power” program put their STEM-azing minds to work while engaging in two of 
five different interactive workshops. Girl Power’s interest in exposing young women to the wide array 
of opportunities in STEM fields through hands-on interaction aligns perfectly with the mission of WISE’s 
EYH conferences. Through this collaboration we were able to reach a record number of girls—136!  
Special thanks to our wonderful keynote speaker, Dr. Monica Ramirez-Andreotta, who shared her expe-
rience growing up in Tucson and journey becoming an environmental scientist and professor at the UA 

with the girls.   

A big thanks to the following  

workshop hosts! 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, Lunar and 

Planetary Laboratory, Natural Resources Graduate 

Student Organization, Program to Advance Women 

Scientists, Project WET, Reid Park Zoo, Society of 

Hispanic Professional Engineers, Supporting 

Environmental Education and Communities, The 

STEMAZing Project, Women in Optics, and Women in 

Physics 



WISE Wish List 
 

Here are some ideas of what gifts of various sizes would do for WISE: 

$50  Funds printing of one color poster that highlights the important work done by our interns 

$100  Supplies pizza for a professional development workshop for students 

$250  Allows us to host a fieldtrip to Biosphere 2 for WISE interns and WISE living-learning community residents 

$500  Funds a travel grant to support student participation at academic and professional conferences 

$1000  Buys lunch for 150 Expanding Your Horizons Conference participants 

$1500  Funds a year-long mentorship program for high school, undergraduate, and graduate students  

$2500  Enables us to bring in guest speakers for a series on science, engineering, and social justice 

Support Us 
The Women in Science and Engineering Program relies on the dedication and support of community members in order to do the 

work that we do in increasing interest and diversity in STEM fields. If you are interested in making a financial contribution to sup-

port our work, we are able to accept donations through the University of Arizona Foundation. Gifts can be made on a       one-time 

or recurring basis, anonymously, publicly, or on behalf of a third party. To make a donation electronically, please visit 

www.uafoundation.org/give/sbs/sirow-wise. Donations can also be mailed directly to the address below. Please make checks out to 

UA Foundation-WISE and mail them to the following address.  

Women in Science and Engineering Program 

University of Arizona 

925 N. Tyndall Ave. 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

 

Women in Science and Engineering Program 

Southwest Institute for Research on Women 

University of Arizona 

925 N. Tyndall Ave. 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

PLACE 

STAMP 

HERE 


